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=== * Choose your map format

(ESRI-GIS, ESRI GDL, or
ESRI KML) * Easily find the
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correct path * Easily transfer
map files between your phone
and any computer * Transfer
map files from one device to
another * Download and store
map updates online * Remove

map files * Search for your
location on a map * Access

Nokia Maps on a computer *
Keep up to date with the latest
map changes Get your maps

from the web or DVD using our
maps on demand service. And
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if you have any problems with
our application, please send us
your feedback by mail or send

us a help ticket through our
support service. If you need

support, a user manual or have
any questions, please send us an

e-mail. Nokia Map Manager
Screen Shots: ============

=================
[Contact us with some of your
questions/remarks] [Click for

more info] Nokia Map
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Manager How-To Guide: ====
======================

== [How to set up the Nokia
Maps application] [How to add
maps] [How to remove maps]

[How to download maps] [How
to perform searches] [How to

view maps in your device]
[How to share maps with other
mobile phone users] [How to

buy maps from Maps on
Demand] [How to set up maps
on a computer] [How to use the
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Web Map Service] [How to
share maps between devices]

[How to have multiple maps on
a device] [How to receive

customised maps] [How to use
the Nokia Map Service] Nokia
Map Manager Changelog: ===
======================
=== 12/03/07 : - Addition of
support for ESRI GDL map

files - Support for Nokia Maps
on Windows Mobile platform -
Fix "Desktop size and position"
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option not being enabled -
Fixed some map document

description issues 08/22/07 : -
Addition of support for KML
map files - Support for Nokia
Maps on Symbian platform -
Fixed the searching function -
Improved the display of the
user interface 07/11/07 : -

Several fixes to work around
some issues with Nokia Maps

on Symbian platform -
Addition of support for ESRI
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ESRI GIS map files - Addition
of an installer (MSI) for Nokia
Maps on Symbian platform -
More Map document display

options

Nokia Map Manager X64

Transfer map files from your
mobile phone to your

computer. Add map paths to
favourites. Copy map files

from map disc. Download map
files from the Internet. Print
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map with your mobile phone.
Backup maps. Add map paths

to favourites. Modify map
paths with the keyboard.

Download map files from the
Internet. Print map with your
mobile phone. Browsers Map
Window. About. Save Select

"Save map file" Requirements
Nokia 5110 Nokia M2-00

Nokia E7 Pocket PC Nokia
C3-00 Nokia C7 Nokia C7-00

Android Mobile This
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application is compatible with
the following Nokia models:

Nokia 5110 Nokia E71 Nokia
E62 Nokia M50 Nokia M3-00

Nokia M2-00 Nokia M6-00
Nokia M6-01 Nokia M6-11
Nokia M6-20 Nokia M6-30
Nokia M6-50 Nokia M6-70
Nokia M6-80 Nokia M6-90

Nokia M6-100 Nokia M6-110
Nokia M6-120 Nokia M6-130
Nokia M6-140 Nokia M6-150
Nokia M6-160 Nokia M6-170
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Nokia M6-180 Nokia M6-190
Nokia M6-200 Nokia M6-201

Nokia M6-201S Nokia M6-210
Nokia M6-220 Nokia M6-220S
Nokia M6-230 Nokia M6-240

Nokia M6-240S Nokia M6-260
Nokia M6-260S Nokia M6-270
Nokia M6-270S Nokia M6-280
Nokia M6-280S Nokia M6-290
Nokia M6-290S Nokia M6-300

Nokia 77a5ca646e
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Nokia Map Manager 

• Transfer map files between
your Nokia mobile phone and
any computer, thus helping you
easily find the correct path. •
Browse map files on your
computer to find the correct
map for your trip. • Scroll and
zoom the map in the menu bar.
• You can also change map
display from waypoint to road
map mode, to suit the way you
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prefer. • You can also choose to
view map features, satellite
images, aerial photographs,
search, and many other
functions. • With the Nokia
Map Manager, you can transfer
map files between your mobile
phone and any computer, thus
helping you easily find the
correct path. • You can buy
map files online, copy them
from DVDs, or even transfer
them from one device to
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another. • Preview map image,
or add your own custom image
by using the image tool. •
Search various map items like
restaurants, hotels, tourist spots,
parks, and beaches. • You can
even search for shops and
hotels by using the text tool. •
You can choose to view map
features, satellite images, aerial
photographs, search, and many
other functions. • You can
transfer map files by using the
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application. • When
transferring files from one
device to another, your phone
will ask for permission to allow
you to transfer files. • If you
can't find any map files in your
computer, you can use the
search function to find the
desired map files. • You can
also choose to view map
features, satellite images, aerial
photographs, search, and many
other functions. • You can also
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buy map files online, copy them
from DVDs, or even transfer
them from one device to
another. • The application also
has a text tool, which you can
use to browse map items like
restaurants, hotels, tourist spots,
parks, and beaches. • You can
search various map items like
shops and hotels by using the
text tool. • You can choose to
view map features, satellite
images, aerial photographs,
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search, and many other
functions. • You can easily
transfer map files between your
mobile phone and any
computer, thus helping you
easily find the correct path.
Nokia Map Manager Features:
• Add a custom image • Search
various map items like
restaurants, hotels, tourist spots,
parks, and beaches • You can
also search for shops and hotels
by using the text tool • You can
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choose to view map features,
satellite images, aerial
photographs, search, and many
other functions • You can
transfer

What's New In?

1. Transfer map files to mobile
phone: - Download and install
Nokia Map Manager - Transfer
map files between your Nokia
mobile phone and a computer. -
See the transfer status on your
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mobile phone. - Change your
path by selecting the "Move to
Route" button and transferring
maps to your Nokia mobile
phone. 2. Copy map files from
mobile phone to the computer:
- Using Nokia Map Manager,
you can import maps from a
Nokia mobile phone to a
computer. - Simply transfer the
maps from your mobile phone
to the computer. 1.8.3 What's
new 1.1 * Display updates for
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an area if it's nearby. * You can
choose which areas to display. *
Swipe left to display the
previous area. * Swipe right to
display the next area. * Double-
click to display the map and
GPS in the same window. 1.1
5.1.0 May 10, 2014 New *
Automatic update of GPS
without Internet connection. *
Simplified GPS device setup. *
Add or edit your own street
map. * Easier to see where the
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vehicle is on the map. * Clear
the GPS status, so you can see
it on the map. * Full screen
map setting. 1.5 5.0 May 3,
2014 New * Open an area of
interest (AOI) folder from a
map. * Open the current AOI
by double-clicking its icon. *
Display the AOI on the map,
along with the distance and
other information. 1.5 4.9 April
24, 2014 New * Display
updates for an area if it's
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nearby. * You can choose
which areas to display. * Swipe
left to display the previous area.
* Swipe right to display the
next area. * Double-click to
display the map and GPS in the
same window. * Clear the GPS
status, so you can see it on the
map. * Full screen map setting.
* A map view from the top and
bottom. * Map view with a
scroll bar. * Search by street
name. 1.1 4.6.2 April 23, 2014
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Improvement * Allow you to
look back at the previous area.
* Allow you to set the
top/bottom map. * Allow you to
view the map as a scrolling
map, and to zoom in/out. *
Select an area on the map. *
Allow you to display the
current area's AOI. * Allow you
to select the current area. *
Allow you to delete the current
area. * Display the vehicle's
present position in the
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System Requirements:

Supported: Windows 7 (32-bit
and 64-bit) Windows 8 (32-bit
and 64-bit) Windows 8.1
(32-bit and 64-bit) Windows 10
(32-bit and 64-bit) Mac OS X
10.9.4 (32-bit and 64-bit) Linux
64-bit Minimum: Processor: 1
GHz or faster. RAM: 512 MB
of RAM (1 GB or more
recommended) HDD: 1 GB
free
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